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DESINGULARIZATIONS OF PLANE VECTOR FIELDS
F. CANO
Abstract. The singularities of a plane vector field can be reduced under quadratic
blowing ups. We describe a control method for the singularities of the vector field
which works for ground fields of any characteristic and which has no essential
obstruction for generalizing to higher dimensional cases.

0. Introduction. In his paper [6], Seidenberg proves the following result: "Let k be
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let D = Ad/dX + Ba/aY be
a vector field with A, B g k[[X, Y]] relatively prime elements. If r =
min(v(A), v(B)), where v denotes the order of the power series, then the solutions of
D can be made to go over the solutions of a finite number of vector fields with
r < 1, by a finite number of transformations of the form X' = X, Y' — Y/X,
translations tacitly included."
After this, A. van den Essen [7] gave another simpler proof of the same result
based on the use of intersection multiplicities.
The above result may be seen as a "punctual" reduction of the singularities of the
vector field D. In his works [2, 3], Giraud proves implicitly a result (which may be
stated as Corollary 2 below) on "global" reduction of the singularities of the vector
field D, also valid for positive characteristic. Giraud considers vector fields that are
tangents to a normal-crossing divisor and he uses

c = length(A:[[A\F]]/(,4,73))
as a main invariant for the control of the singularity, A, B being the coefficients.
Giraud's invariant and Seidenberg's proof depend essentially on the fact that
A = B = 0 defines a scheme of dimension zero. So they are not generalizable to
higher dimension.
In this paper we describe a control method for the singularity of the vector field
based upon Hironaka's techniques in [4], which has no essential obstruction for
generalizing to higher dimension (we have shown punctually in dimension 3 in [1]).
We obtain a global result (Corollary 2 below) which is valid for all the characteristics. In §4 we apply this technique to the case for which the minimum of the order of
the coefficients would be 1 (see also [2]); in this case one cannot make a global
reduction, but it is always possible to make a punctual reduction.
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1. Preliminaries.
(1.1) Let X be an excellent regular scheme of dimension two over an algebraically
closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. Let £ be a reduced effective divisor of X
whose support has only normal crossings as singularities and let us denote by <èx[E]
the sub-c\ -module of the tangent sheaf 0^ locally given by the germs of vector
fields which are germs of tangent vector fields to E.
(1.2) For any invertible sub-C\-module S of 0^, let us denote by a(S) the
invertible sub-c\-module
of 0^. which is locally the double orthogonal (i.e. the
D ± x) of S relative to the natural pairing ilx X Qx -» &x. Let us denote by (S, E)

the invertible sub-^-module of ®X[E] given by (S,E) = SC\ ®X[E]. If S =
(a(S), E), the sub-C\-module S of ©^[Ts] will be said to be multiplicatively
irreducible and adapted to E.
(1.3) Let (x, y) be a regular set of parameters for the local ring 0x P of X at P.
Let us suppose that either P £ E or the local equations for E at P are x = 0, y = 0
or xy = 0. Such a regular set of parameters will be called an adapted to E regular set
of parameters.

Let {3/3x, a/ay)

be the dual basis of {dx, dy). Then the fiber ®XP[E] of

©^[Ti] at P is a free module over (9x p which is freely generated by {dx, 9,.}, where

dx = d/dx, dv = d/dy if P G E; d'x= x ■d/dx, dv= d/dy if E has the local
equation

x = 0 at P; dx = d/dx, dv = y • d/dy if E has the local equation y = 0 at

P, and finally dx = x ■3/9x, dY= y ■d/dy if E has the local equation xy = 0 at P.
A necessary and sufficient condition for S to be multiplicatively irreducible and
adapted to E is that for each closed point P, the fiber SP would be generated by a
germ of a vector field D = adx + bdv, a and b being relatively prime elements in

®x,pThroughout

the paper we will suppose that S is multiplicatively

irreducible

and

adapted to E.
(1.4) Consider it: X~ -» X, the blowing-up of X with center in a closed point P.
Let S ' denote the image of S by the composition of the two natural morphisms

(1.4.1)

Sx -+ Homvx(Vx, 77„cV) -» ^* Hom^

(the second one being an isomorphism)
composition of the two natural morphisms
(1.4.2)

and let S"

denote the image of the

■n*S' -» 77*77*
Hom^ _(ir*Üx, 0X~) -» Home^(v*Qx,ßx-).

Finally, denote by S" the inverse image of S"

(1.4.3)

(v*Qx, Ox-)

by the natural morphism

e,--Hom,jr_(tr*O„0;r-)-

S™ is an invertible sub-C\--module of 0^-. Let E" be the divisor of X~ (with
normal crossings) obtained by considering on tt~x(E U {P}) its reduced structure.
Define the adapted to E strict transform S~ of S by <nto be S ~ = (^S77), E").
(1.5) In terms of coordinates, S ~ can be expressed as follows: Let (x, y) be an
adapted to E regular set of parameters at the point P. For every closed point P' of
X~ with 77(7*') = P, an adapted to £" regular set of parameters (x',y')
can be
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obtained by exactly one of the two following transformations

(1.5.1)
(1.5.2)

x' = x; *'(>' +f)'->,
x'y' = x;

?ei,

y'=y.

According to the notation in [4], the first one will be called a (T - 1, f ) transformation and the second one a (T - 2) transformation.
Suppose that we have a (T - 1, f ) transformation. If P <£ £ or if x = 0 is a local
equation for E at 7>or if f ¥=0, then x' = 0 is a local equation for £" at P'. If
f = 0 and y = 0 or xy = 0 are local equations for E at 7>, then x'y' = 0 is a local
equation for £" at P'. Let ^P be generated by D = adx + bdv. Then
generated by the germ of the vector field 73' given by

(1.5.3)

D' = x"(ax'-%+(b-(/

SP,

is

+ ¡)a)x'-\)

if P í E;
(1.5.4)

D' = x"(adx,+{bx'-x

-(/

+ f)a)3y)

if x = 0 is a local equation for £ at P;

(1.5.5)

D' = jc"(ax'_13,. +(6 - ax'~x)dv)

if y = 0 is a local equation for E at P and f = 0;

(1.5.6)

7)' = x/'fox'-1^, +(6 - ax'-')(y'

+ f)3y)

if y = 0 is a local equation for E at P and f # 0;
(1.5.7)

D' = x"(adx. +(b-a)dv,)

if xy = 0 is a local equation for E at P and f = 0; and

(1.5.8)

7)' = x"(tf3;(,+(/>-fl)(>"

+ rk')

if xy = 0 is a local equation for E at P and f =£ 0. In the above expressions t is the
integer such that the coefficients of dx, and dv, in D' are relatively prime elements in
the regular local ring Ox- P,.
For a r — 2 transformation, one can obtain analogous expressions for D'.
Namely, these expressions are those obtained by interchanging x and y, x' and y'
in the above cases for f = 0.

(1.6) The adapted order vP(S, E) of S at a closed point P of A' is defined to be
the maximum integer n such that
(1.6.1)

SpOm"p-@XP[E],

where mP is the maximal ideal of 0X P. The adapted order vP(S, E) is also the
minimum of the orders, relative to the filtration given by mP in 0XP, of the
coefficients of any generator of SP in any basis of 0^ P[E]. If vp(S, E) = 0, P will
be said to be a regular point for S adapted to E.
Looking at the expressions (1.5.3)—(1.5.8) it can be easily deduced that

(1.6.2)

vp.(2~ ,E") < vP(S,E).
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2. Construction of the invariant.
(2.1) Let us denote by sP(E) the number of irreducible components of E through
P. Let (x, y) be an adapted to E regular set of parameters at P and let us suppose
that SP is generated by D = adx + bdv. The point P will be said to be of type zero

for S if:
(i) sp(E)=

1.

(ii) The order v(a) (resp. v(b)) of a (resp. b) relative to mP is equal to vp(S, E)
in the case that y = 0 (resp. x = 0) is a local equation for E at P.
Otherwise, P will be said to be of type one.
For an element / g 0x p with order v(f) ^ r, r g N, denote by fr(f)
the affine
plane A2(Ac) if r < v(f) and the Hironaka tangent space (or directrix, see [4]) if
r = v(f) (i-e-> in this case f(f)
is the maximum linear subvariety of the tangent

cone of / = 0 leaving it invariant by translations).
Set r = vP(S, E). We will define the directrix JP(S,
as either

(2.1.1)

E) of S at P adapted to E

fP(S,E)=Jf'(a)nfr(b)

if sP(E) = 0 or 2, or

(2.1.2)

fP(S,E)=fr(a)

if P is of type zero (resp. one) and y = 0 (resp. x = 0) is a local equation for E at

P, or finally

(2.1.3)

fP(S,E)=Jfr(b)

if P is of type zero (resp. one) and x = 0 (resp. y = 0) is a local equation for E at

P.
We always have that dim </P(^, E) =^ 1. If dim </,,(.©, £) = 1, the directrix
defines a closed point V(ßP(S, E)) in the exceptional divisor of the blowing-up

77: X ~ -» X of Jf with center P.
(2.2) Lemma 1. 7/ P' is a closed point of the exceptional divisor of m such that

vP,(S - ,E")=

vP(S, E), then dimfp(S,

E) = 1 andP' = V(fP(S, E)).

Proof. Let us suppose that P is of the type zero and that x = 0 is a local
equation for E at P. Set r = vP(S, E) and let us suppose that we have a (T - 1, f )
transformation and that SP. is generated by D' = a'dx, + b'dy,. Looking at (1.5.4)
one realizes that / = —l(r — 1) and that
(2.2.1)

a' = ax'~r+1;

b' = bx'~r -(/

+ ?)<w'_,+1.

If p' denotes the order relative to mP,, vP,(S ~ , E") = r implies that v'(bx'~r) = r
since the order v(b) of b relative to mP is r. Let # denote the initial form of b. A
necessary condition in order to have v'(bx'~r) = r is that one has <i>= X(y — fx),
X G A:*, where x (resp. y) is the initial form of x (resp. y), and in this case

f(b)

= (y - & = 0) =fP(S,

E). If dim /p(^,

£) = 0, then <i>is not a power of

a linear form and vp,(S " , £") < r.
A similar argument can be considered for T — 2 and in the other cases.
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(2.3) Let us suppose that sp(E)^l

and dim/P(S,

87

E) = 1. By making, if

necessary, changes of type xx = y or yx = y + Xx, X G k, in an adapted to E
regular set of parameters (x, y) one can assume that (x, y) can be chosen such that
a generator D = adx + bdv of SP takes exactly one of the following forms:

(2.3.1)

I.

£ given by x,

type zero,

efr{b)

= (y = 0).

II.

£ given by y,

type zero,

Jr(a)

= (y = 0).

HI.

£ given by x,

type one,

/r(a)

= (y = 0).

IV.

£ given by y,

type one,

ßr{b)

= (y = 0).

V.

£ givenby xy, /p{3, E) = (y + fc = 0),

£ g *.

If the forms are I or III, we define the stability invariant stP(^, £) to be 0 and if
otherwise st,,(.$, £) = 1.
Following notations as in [4], for a power series /= E,y/,7x'y' G /c[[x, y]] and
r g N, set

(2.3.2)

Yif\ x,y) = min(i(r -y)"1; / < r, ftJ * o).

If r = order of /, (x', y') are given by a (T - 1,0) transformation and /' = / • x'~r,

one has that

(2.3.3)

y'(f';x>,y')

= yr(f;x,y)-l.

Moreover, the necessary and sufficient condition for / to have order < r is that
yr(f; x, y) < 1, and if r = order of /, then t/r(/) = (y = 0) if and only if
yr(f;x,y)>l.
Set r = vP(S, £). We define y(^, £; x, y) to be equal to
min(yr(ya;

x,y),yr(b;

min(y''(û!; x,y),
(2.3.4)

x,y)),

if I,

yr(yb; x,y)),

if II,

min(yr+1(ya;

x, y), yr+1(b;

x, y)),

if III,

min(Y'+1(a;

x, y), yr+1(yb;

x, y)),

if IV,

min(yr(a;

x,y),

yr(b; x,y)),

ifV.

Since a and 6 are relatively prime, one has that yP(S, E; x, y) < oo if r > 2.
^ will be said to be prepared with respect to (x, y) if one of the following

situations holds:
(i) y = y(@>£; x, y) € N.
(ii) y G N and SP takes one of the forms II, IV, or V.
(hi) y g N and y does not increase after any change of the type yx = y + Xxy,

A g A:.
If r > 2 and ^ is not prepared with respect to (x, y), then from (x, y) one can
obtain a new adapted to £ regular set of parameters (x,y~) such that S is
prepared with respect to (x, y ~) by making successive changes of the type yx= y +
Xxy increasing y = y(S, E; x, y). The number of these changes is always finite
since otherwise a and b would not be relatively prime elements in Ox P (a and b are
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relatively prime in 0X P if and only if they are relatively prime in the completion
0X P). If r = 1 it may happen that one has to make infinitely many changes y >->Vj
(see Example (4.5) below).
Now, we.define yP(S, E) to be the minimum yP(S, E; x, y), where (x, y) runs
over all prepared situations. If r = 1 and if the number of changes y <->yx needed
from any adapted to £ regular set of parameters (x, y) to reach a prepared situation
is infinite or if for any adapted to £ regular set of parameters (x, y) with respect to
which S is prepared we have that y(S, E; x, y) = oo, then we define yP(S, E) = oo.
For the sake of completeness, we make the convention yP(S, E) = 0 if sP(E) = 0

or dim/P(S,E)
= 0.
(2.4) By Lemma 1, we can obtain by successive blowing-ups only one sequence

(2.4.1)

P-Po-J»!«-

■•■,

each Pi being the center of 77,and lying in the exceptional divisor of vt_lt in such a
way that the adapted order of the successive adapted to £,_, strict transforms Si of
St_x does not change (S0 = S, E0 = £). This sequence will be called the adapted

to E stationary way of P for S and it will be denoted by SP(S, £). The length
lP(S, E) of SP(S, E) may be "a priori" finite or infinite.
Let /' < lP(S, £). We define the number 8P(S, E; P¡) to be equal to 1 if /' = 0
and equal to 0 if /' > 0.
Now, we define the (lexicographic) invariant ln\P(S,

(2.4.2)

lnwP(S, E; P,) = (dim/,,{S„

E; P¡) as

£,), ÔP(S, E; P,), type of />„

st,,^,,^),
3. Desingularization

Y,,((¿P„£,)).

results (order ^ 2).

(3.1) Lemma 2. Let 0 < /' < lP(S, E) and let us suppose that S¡ takes at P¡ the
form I (resp. Ill, resp. IV, resp. V) and that Sl + l takes at Pi+l the form I (resp. Ill,
resp. V, resp. V). Then one has that

(3.1.1)

yPiJ®i+i,El+1)

< yfl(9»Et)

- 1.

Proof. If yP(S¡, £,) = oo, there is nothing to see. Suppose that yP.(S¡, £,) < oo.
If (x, y) is an adapted to £, regular set of parameters with respect to which S¡ is
prepared at P¡ and for which S, takes the form I, III, IV or V, then the only
transformation to make is (T - 1,0) (note that in case V one necessarily has f = 0,
since otherwise one would not have the form V in S>i+ l). Because of (2.3.3) one can
see that

(3.1.2)

y(Si + l, £, + 1; x', /)

Now, in view of the commutativity

= y(S„ £,; x, y) - 1.

of making the change y[ = y' + Xxn

after

(T - 1,0) or making (T - 1,0) after the change y, = y + Xxy, with y = y' + 1, one
has that i^. + 1 is prepared with respect to (x', y') and (3.1.1) follows from this fact.
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(3.2) Lemma 3. Let 0 < / < lP(S, E) and let us suppose that Si takes the form II

at P¡. Then we have that i = lP(9, E) ifr = vP(S, E) > 2. Ifr = 1 and i < lP(S, £),
then we have that
(3.2.1)

dim/P

+i(^,+1,£,

+ 1) = 0.

Remark. If we have (3.2.1), then /' + 1 = lP(S, E) by Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 3. By the above remark, dim/p
(i^,-_i, £,_,) = 1. If
sP (£,_i) > 1, then S¡_x takes at P,_, one of the forms III or V (the other forms
cannot be transformed into II).
Let us suppose that S>¡-x has the form III and that it is generated at Pi_l by

(3.2.2)
a(x3/3x) + bd/dy
with order of b > r + 1 and f(a) = (y = 0). If we apply (T - 1,0), then Si is
generated at Pi by

(3.2.3)

a'(x'd/dx')

where a' = a/x'r,

b' = b/x'r+1

+ b'd/dy',

- y'a/x'r.

Because of our hypotheses on the form

II of S¡ at P„ we have that
(3.2.4)

a' = Xy'r + x'( ■• • ),

b' = px'r + (terms of higher order)

with X, p G A:* = k - {0}. Interchanging

x' and y', we can suppose that Si is

generated at Pi by
(3.2.5)
(pyr + ( • • • ))3/3x +(Xxr + y( ■■■))(y3/3y).
By applying (T - 1,0) to (3.2.5) one can see that the adapted order drops if r ^ 2,
so i = lP(S, £), and that the dimension of the directrix drops if r = 1 and if the
adapted order does not drop, so we have (3.2.1).
Let us suppose that S¡_1 has the form V and that it is generated at P¡_1 by

(3.2.6)
where ßr(a)

a(xd/dx)
C\#r(b)

+ b(yd/dy),

= (y - fx = 0) (necessarily f # 0, otherwise .$>(.£,) = 2). If

we apply (7'— 1,0), then Si is generated

b' = (b - a)(y'

+ l)/x'r.

p =£ 0, so In(¿() = ln(b)
In(ft'). Thus we will have
Now suppose that sP
regular set of parameters

at Pi by (3.2.3) where a' = a/x"

and

By the hypotheses, one has necessarily ln(b') = px",
= X(y — fx)r, X =£ 0, since otherwise yr will occur in
(3.2.4) and the same conclusions as in the preceding case.
(£,-i) = 0 (so / — 1 = 0). We can take an adapted to £
(x, y) such that #P(2, E)= (y = 0) and we can suppose

that 2 is generated at P by

(3.2.7)

a3/3x + bd/dy

with order (b) > r + 1 (otherwise, after (T — 1,0) we obtain the form I, or
d\mßPl\Sx, £j) = 0, or the adapted order drops), so f(a)
= (y = 0) and after

(T — 1,0) one comes to (3.2.4).
(3.3) Theorem 1. Let 0 < i < lP(S, E) and assume r = vP(S, E) > 2. Then we
have that

(3.3.1)

lnv(SP(S,E);

/>,.)< Inv(5P(^,£);

for the lexicographic order.
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Proof. Because of Lemma 1, à\m/P
(2^^ E¡_1) = 1, otherwise / —1 =
lP(S, £). If i = 1 or if dimjp(2¡,
£¿) = 0, the result is trivial. Let us suppose that

/ > 1 and that dim/P(^„

£,) = 1. Then sP,._,(£,-i) > L sP¡(E¡) > 1, and 2¡_x

and ¿^, have one of the forms I-V.
As a notation let us write for instance III -> I if S¡_x has the form III at Pi_1

and 2, has the form I at P,, If we have I -* I, III -» III, IV -» V, V -» V, Lemma 2
gives us the result. The only transition beginning at I is I —*•
I. Because of Lemma 3,
there is no transition beginning at II. If III -> I or III -» II, the type drops and the
transitions III -» IV and III -» V are not possible. The only transition beginning at

IV is IV -» V. If V -» I or V -» II the type drops, if V -» III the stability invariant
drops and V -» IV is not possible.
(3.4) Note that if yP(S,E) < oo, then yP(S,E) g (1/H)N. As the other invariants are nonnegative integers, we have the following:

Corollary

1. // vP(2, E) > 2, then SP(S, E) is alwaysfinite.

(3.5) As the adapted order is semicontinuous and S is multiplicatively irreducible
and adapted to £, the points of adapted order greater or equal to 1 form a finite set
of X, thus we can state:
Corollary

2 (desingularization theorem). All the possible sequences
"b

(3.5.1)

ffi

X= X0^XX^

•••

obtained by blowing-up successive points with adapted order for the strict transform of
S greater than or equal to 2 are finite sequences. Thus the strict transform (S~ , E~)
of S by the composition of all the blowing-ups of any one of these sequences has only
points whose adapted order is less than or equal to 1.

4. The case of adapted order equal to 1.
(4.1) Lemma 4. Let us suppose that S has the form I at P in the adapted to E
regular set of parameters (x, y) and that

(4.1.1)

y(S,E;x,y)>yP(S,E).

Then yP(S, £) G N and there is a coordinate change yx = y + £xY, y = yP(S, £),
such that S is prepared at P with respect to (x, yx) and such that

(4.1.2)
Proof.

y(2,E;x,yx)

= yP(3,E).

Following notations as in [4], for a power series /=

E/j/^x'y7,

r g N,

and y G Q, denote

(4.1.3)

{/}/;:,)=

£/y(,-,),,*y(,-yy
7= 0

(if y(r - j) <£ N, set fy(r-j)j = 0)- Let us suppose that 3) is generated at P by

(4.1.4)
where f(b)

(4.1.5)

D = a ■x3/3x + bd/dy,
= (y = 0), r = vP(S, £). Let y = y(2>, E; x, y) and denote

{¿>}<*.,>=((Vy){ya}(Y;:,), {M<^))
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which is an element of (Ac[x,y])2. The fact of 2 being prepared with respect to
(x, y) only depends on [D}(x v) (modulo k* = k - {0}).
Let (x2, y2) be an adapted to £ regular set of parameters such that 2 is prepared
with respect to (x2, y2) and such that

(4.1.6)

y(2,E;x2,y2)

= yP(2,E).

We have that
(4.1.7)

x2 = X ■x ■u,

y2 = p ■y ■v + px" ■w

where u, v, w are units in Ac[[x,y]] = 0X P which are equal to 1 modulo the maximal

ideal mP and X, p g Ac*,p g Ac.Because of (4.1.1) one has p ¥=0 and n = yP(2, £);
in particular yP(2, E) g N. In fact, looking at the monomial a ■yr, a g k*, which
occurs in the coefficient b, one can see that if n < y(2, E; x, y) and p # 0 then

(4.1.8)

y(2,E;x2,y2)

= n

and if n > y(2, E; x, y) then

(4.1.9)

y(2,E;x2,y2)>y(3,E;x,y).

Consider the coordinate change

(4.1.10)

xx = x;

yx=y+(p/X")x".

Then y(2, E; xx,yx) = n and by an easy computation one has that
(4.1.11)

{D}iXi,Vi)=p'-{D}iX2,V2);

thus 2 is prepared with respect to (x, yx).

(4.2) Theorem 2. If vP(2, E) = 1, then the stationary way SP(2, E) is infinite if
and only if there is a step P¡, / > 1, such that 2¡ takes the form I at P, and
yP(2,, E/) = oo. Moreover, if i > / then 2¡ takes the form I at P, and yP(3¡, £,) =
oo.

Proof. If yP.(2¡, £,) < oo for all i = 1,..., then the same techniques as in
Theorem 1 show that SP(3,E) is finite. Thus, for some / 3* 1 one has that
yP(Sd{,E/)

= co. Because

of the multiplicative

irreducibility

of 2¡,

2¡

takes the

form I or II at P,. If 2¡ takes the form II, then Lemma 3 leads us to a contradiction
with the fact that SP(2, E) is infinite, so 2, takes the form I. As the only way to
lose the form I with the transformation (T — 1,0) is to reach yP(3¡, £,) = 1 and in
this case dim JfP(2t, £,) = 0 (so SP(2, E) is finite), then the last statement holds.
For the converse, let us suppose that 2, takes the form I at 2¡ and yP/(2„ E,) =
oo. It is enough to prove that / < lP(2, E) and that 2/+x takes the form I at P/+1
and yPl+l(2l+x, £/+1) = oo. As yPl(2h £,) = oo, we can choose an adapted to E¡
regular set of parameters (x, y) at P¡ such that

(4.2.1)
y(3„E,;x,y)>2;
by applying (T —1,0) we have that
(4-2.2)

Y(¿2,+1,£,+ 1;x',y')>l

and then / < lP(2, E) and 2I+X has the form I. Now, suppose that
(4-2.3)

yPij2l+x,El+x)

= y<<*>.
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Then we can choose (x, y) such that

(4.2.4)

y(3l,El;x,y)>y

+ \,

and by applying (T - 1,0) we have that
(4.2.5)

y{2l+x,El+x;x',y')>y.

By Lemma 4, there is a coordinate change x[ = x', y[ = y' + £xn such that 2!+x is
prepared with respect to (x[, y[) and

(4.2.6)

y{2l+x,El+x;x[,y[)

= y.

Consider the change xx = x, yx = y + £xy+1. Then by (3.1.2) and the argument

following (3.1.2) we have that
(4.2.7)

y(3l,El;xx,yx)

= y+l<

oo

and 2t is prepared with respect to (xx, yx), which is a contradiction
that yPi(2„ E,) = oo. Then

(4.2.8)
(4.3) Remark.

yPiJSl+x,El+x)

with the fact

= <X>.

As a corollary of Theorem 2 one can easily obtain the result of

Seidenberg [6, Theorem 12].
(4.4) Let us suppose that 2 takes the form I at P and that yP(2, E) = oo. Then
there are two possibilities:
A. There is an adapted to £ regular set of parameters (x, y) such that 2 is
prepared with respect to (x, y).
B. There is not such an adapted regular set of parameters.
In case A, y(2, E; x, y) = oo and 2 is generated at P by

(4.4.1)

D = axd/dx +(y ■u)d/dy,

where « is a unit in 6X P. Take the irreducible closed curve Y of X given at P by
y = 0. One can desingularize Y by a finite number of blowing-ups in closed points
different from P, and making more blowing-ups, if necessary, one can suppose that
Y has normal crossings with £. Now, if one makes the blowing-up of X with center
at Y, it has the only effect of adding y to £ and thus in view of (4.4.1) the adapted
order at P comes to 0. In this case we have an "algebraic resolution" at P.

If case B holds, let X " be the formal scheme of X at P and let 2 " be obtained
from the morphism X' -» X in a way similar to ^". If (x, y) is an adapted to £
regular set of parameters in which 2 takes the form I, then the infinite sequence of
preparations coordinate changes y <-*yx is always convergent in @x- P = 0X P and
leads us to a regular set of parameters (x, y') of the maximal ideal of @x- P which is
adapted to £ ( = inverse image in X" of £) and such that

(4.4.2)

y(2~, £"; x,y") = oo.

If Y' is given by y"= 0, then the blowing-up of A'"with center at Y "adds F "to £"
and then the adapted to £"U Y~"order of 2' at P is 0. One has an "algebroid
resolution".
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(4.5) Example. Case B effectively occurs as the following example shows: X =

A2(Ac),P = origin and 3 is globally generated by

(4.5.1)

D = x- xd/dx+iy

+ x)d/dy,

where £ is given by x = 0.
In fact, let us suppose that there exists a change y |->y1, y, G 0XP such that,

locally at P,

(4.5.2)

D = x- xd/dx+(u-yx)d/dy,

where « is a unit in 0X P. Then the sequence of the infinitely near points obtained
by blowing-up yx = 0 at the origin is necessarily equal to SP(2, £). By computing
Sp(3, E) from (4.5.1) one obtains that yx = 0 defines the algebroid curve

(4.5.3)

y = - £ (i - 1)1*',
í>i

which is not an algebraic curve.
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